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DR JOHN GOODENOUGH WINS THE 

NOBEL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY FOR HIS 

WORI( ON THE LITHIUM BATTERY 

Dyslexic physicist and chemist John Goodenough ushered in the wireless era 
with his pioneering work on the lithium battery. He's one of 2019's Nobel Prize 
winners in Chemistry rightly won because of its impact on technology making 
mobile devices possible, and nearly all portable electronics, electronic vehicles, 
medical devices, power tools, and more. 

He won the prize not a moment too soon as he is 97 years old. He's still working 
on the next big thing, a battery that can reduce our dependence on fossil fuels 
and a way to efficiently store wind and solar energy. 

He won the National Medal of Science in 2011 and received it from then 
President Obama. 

John was born in Germany where his father was studying (he eventually became 
a religion professor at Yale). From an interview in the University of Chicago 
magazine: "Goodenough struggled with undiagnosed dyslexia (back then, he 
says, "you were just a 'backward student"'). But he was determined to follow his 
older brother away to boarding school so "I taught myself to write so I could 
write the [entrance] exam." 

"I didn't like to read. I couldn't 
read very well. I'm still not a 
very good reader. So I wasn't 
going to do history and I wasn't 
going to go into law school." 

"I'm just very happy that I got into problems that were interesting 
to work on and solve." 

John still struggled with reading and keeping up with his lessons at Groton, but 
he enjoyed exploring the animals and plants of the woods around the school, 
making his own butterfly nets, and found that he could do well with oral 
languages and mathematics. He received a financial aid package at Yale, but had 
to work to afford to pay for meals. When an athletic coach told him he could not 
spend the amount of time he did taking part-time jobs, he had to quit the team. 

He was finishing his degree in mathematics when World War II broke out after the 
attack at Pearl Harbor. After he volunteered for the service, a faculty member told 
him that the Army needed meteorologists, so soon he was an Army meteorologist 
heading off to the coast of Portugal. After the war was over, a Yale professor told 
him about some money for veterans supporting graduate students in physics. He 
soon found himself at the University of Chicago studying under such luminaries 
as Edward Teller and Enrico Fermi. After finishing his doctorate, he went to work 
at MIT which the Air Force had funded to create the US's first air defense system. 
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